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Abstract
Geo-spatial technologies provides data resources, positioning landmarks, basic frameworks for key informations in any
cultural application spreading the knowledge about the surveyed territory and its inhabitants. Small-scaled mapping
aims at collectively unify the understanding of a space to accurately inform citizens, to solve a misleading lack of
perception or location and with benchmark bond helps to prevent problems and avoid, why not, disasters. This
contribution focused the ongoing process shared since May 2012, from the genuine framework and issues carried out
through the Battir Landscape Management Plan [1] after 2003, in the village Battir, State of Palestine. Recognized as
one of the most relevant contemporary digital mapping projects, this citizen-based experience offers an unexpected
frame between geodesy and art to understand HOW WE DO MAP FROM A TO Z. From licenced and open source
applications, more pedagogy remains available about the meaning of civilian cartography, institutional mapping and
working processes, in principle confidential.
Keywords: Civilian Cartography, Institutional cartography, Geodesy, Topography, Survey, Map, Battir, Battir
Landscape Management Plan, Battir Landscape Ecomuseum, Body of knowledge.

INTRODUCTION
After 8 years of collective professional works aiming first of all at geolocating the citizen-based battirian mapping
experience, mainly through the free contribution of skills in geodesy, in topography, in institutional cartography, it is
time to consider how this unbelievable amount of spatial data and mapping files, the very first Palestinian topo map,
12.5 Km2 available in so many different cartographic systems since 2012, can be handled by its owners: this village
community (fig. 1). No one should ignore that a map is not an image, nor an empty polygon, nor a miracle sent by
satellites from a keyboard click. Our body of knowledge shifts dangerously as we all note it: the quality of our
citizen information is at stake. It means that our common security is at stake. The audience must know what a
map is. Here, the inhabitants of Battir must keep a chance not to lose their exceptional cartographic patrimony, or their
rights on their data, or the copyrights of their maps. Their institutional model is an exclusive cartographic system
allowing us to explain it publicly. As mentionned, Crafting a topographic map is like producing an iceberg (J.
Desclaux-Salachas, 2019) [2] Maps users usually observe, enjoy and understand a map, as the result of a tedious work
which is the submerged part of the iceberg. The variety of skills, the amount of work and the time consuming steps, as
well as the commitment of the cartographers to produce the best possible map, lie under the waterline and thus are most
often ignored. This collective work is a complex one. Here, each of its steps has been taken and, today constitutes an
iceberg which brightly enlightens 12.5 Km2 of a territory invisible everywhere around (fig. 2, 3). From heterogeneous
topographic data handled on the spot at the end of April 2012, an unexpected universal topo-cartographic adventure
followed up, spreading ever more the complexity of the meaning ‘to be a cartographer’, offering a visible definition of
what is ‘a topographic map’, ‘a base map’, made of huge, complete and expensive procedures usually confidential.
Battir, through its unpublished cartographic patrimony, that we have been restoring since 2012, provides an exceptional
efficient range of tools that demonstrate this.

1

les Cafés-cartographiques, association ruled under the 1901 Law, created in Paris in March 2013. Founded in October 1999 by J.
D. Salachas, ‘les Cafés-cartographiques’ offer to meet around the riches of cartography Facebook pages presenting our activities are
available and usage free https://www.facebook.com/CafesCartographiques/info/?tab=page_info
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Figure 1. Map of Hydrographic System. Battir, 12.5 Km2 surveyed after 2003, offers since the very first available palestinian
spatial data and collections of topographical maps of Palestine (Battir Landscape Ecomuseum, 2003/2007-2011)

Figure 2. To map: an invisible collective tremendous work unfolding under the waterline. A map is an iceberg [2]
Here 12.5 Km2 were mapped: Battir, village of Palestine, has been surveyed, studied and mapped as part of a local
anthropological study after 2003, until November 2011 - Battir Landscape Ecomuseum Management Plan [3]
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Figure 3. 12.5 Km2 in Paris: to map involves series of professional skills in order to inform the citizens with maximum accuracy.
Here is an image to reach a collective conscience about the quantity of work implemented in this palestinian village,
17 years ago (BLE, 2003/2007-2011)

LIVING ONE’S TERRITORY: BATTIR, BETWEEN GEODESY AND ART

Figure 4. Battir Landscape Project. « Battir —a Laboratory of Ideas for the Safeguarding of the Nature and the Landscape »:
‘Battir Cultural Landscape Conservation and Management Plan’ by G. Fontana Antonelli (BLE, 2003/2007-2011)
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Here, (fig. 4,5,6) after 2003 and 4 years of reflexion, from 2007 until November 2011, 12.5 Km2 of the terroir were
surveyed by a scientific team of young urban-architects later joined by a battirian civil-engineer (in February 2010) [4]

Figure 5. Battir Landscape Project became the strategic tool to preserve both places and human rights
by G. Fontana Antonelli (BLE, 2003/2007-2011)
https://www.slideshare.net/DESCLAUX_SALACHAS/traductiongfontanaantonellienglish1mai2o14/?fbclid=IwAR39HkuI992uRP5H
azpgF1zb4cUxxGPEZAsE-oXHi-Rh7DRPbL5A0oft0V8

Figure 6. Battir Landscape Project, irrigated terraces (BLE, 2003/2007-2011)
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Under the sign of exchanges, a spectacular collective experience of teaching local techniques and know-how emerged
after the Second Intifada in this village, in occupied Palestine, a scientific citizen framework provided to enhance the
country. It is, at the beginning, an anthropological study completed by the creation of an Ecomuseum and a local
survey.

The praise of progress
Battir, village in the West Bank, southwest of Jerusalem (fig. 7, 8), owns its institutional cartographic model, reflecting
all the processes, usually confidential, of the creation of a topographical map. On an unprecedented local citizen
initiative, fieldwork was carried out between 2007 and 2011, through the Ecomuseum created in the village to ensure its
expansion and archiving. These topographical works offer the keys of the civil cartography that we explain and publicly
share ever since their topographic data were entrusted to us (end of April 2012) to ensure its geolocation from Paris
through the orthophotography, technical operations requiring tools then inaccessible to the village. From the data to the
image, here, the measurement of reality makes visible what, everywhere else, remains invisible.
Managed from the local aerial photography, ®AutoCad primarily and ®ArcGis files, data was at first opened in
®Illustrator, then harmonized through art mapping in order to render accessible training tools in cartography. The
students of the National School of Geographic Sciences (Marne-la-Vallée, Cité Descartes, France) cleaned the initial
databases and rectified the data through the orthophotography of the region, in order to produce a coherent spatial
geographic dataset [5].

A LABORATORY OF IDEAS BUILDING A DAILY PEACE
For 8 years, as part of our universal desire to restore these spatial data that do not belong to us, this Laboratory of Ideas,
Battir’s topo-cartographic work, is the result of a citizen approach that has never been seen in the history of
cartography.

Figure 7. Battir, 5 Km west Bethlehem, 7 Km south-west Jerusalem: World Heritage Patrimony since June 20, 2014
(Photo: H. Quinquenel, 2014)

Figure 8. Battir, Makhrour Valley. “Here, each curve, each perspective makes sense…Terraced orchards, olive tree fields, slopes
and meanders irrigated by canal systems coming from the hydraulic engineering designed in the Antiquity. Human intelligence
emanates from each stratum that convey all the perfumes while trail hiking.” J.Desclaux-Salachas, The Cultural Exception.
http://extrazoom.com/image-105107.html (Photo: H. Quinquenel, 2014)
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Figure 9. Battir in ®Illustrator (J. Desclaux-Salachas, cartographer, 2014)

The inhabitants of this village in the West Bank tell us about themselves and their history by the exhaustive
representation of their topography, measured by surveying, and the scientific description of their own territory (fig. 9).
All its human dimensions resound through series of large-scale maps, whose data, the integral property of the
inhabitants, is available to them for any editorial project, whatever it may be. Their topographical maps, known as the
base map, teach both the preparatory works for the production of maps, step by step, through our professions of
geodesy, topography, cartography, geography, the uses of space rooting in the minds the intimate ties of the past
combined in a present thought for projects accessible to all, for all.

A SCIENTIFIC BODY OF KNOWLEDGE

Figure 10. Battir offers the first spatial data produced by citizens, cultural goods belonging to them: a travel inside the map.
(Available Extrazoom Gallery: http://extrazoom.com/gallery/JasmineDesclauxSalachas.html)
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For 8 years, this Laboratory of ideas multiplies its teachings in the world from the pedagogical model developed
from Paris, as part of the activities of les Cafés-cartographiques.

Figure 11. The Cartographic Citizen University from the unprecedented civic topo-cartographic model made in Palestine
(Battir from Paris 2012-2019) GeoSee, ISSN: 1857-9000, EISSN: 1857-9019
https://www.academia.edu/39505401/THE_CARTOGRAPHIC_CITIZEN_UNIVERSITY_FROM_THE_UNPRECEDENTED_C
IVIC_TOPO-CARTOGRAPHIC_MODEL_MADE_IN_PALESTINE_BATTIR_FROM_PARIS_20122019?email_work_card=title

Collecting and analysing to reproduce reality, our mapping activities explore protected sensitive data. Here, the
geolocated data of Battir, a spatialised cultural citizen heritage of unparalleled value, is a common good to protect.
Registered, since 2012, in our licenced and open source systems of the representation of space and territory, the Battir
cartography offers to all the keys of the construction of the graphic language from the scale of the 1:1 to all its possible
generalisations from one scale to another (fig. 10, 11).

MAKING VISIBLE THE INVISIBLE
It has become a routine to call a map an empty image. Here, the image is supposed to be ‘an
interactive map’: but the more you zoom in, the more you find the void (fig. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16).

Figure 12. ‘Interactive map’ keeping the reality invisible https://www.btselem.org/map
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Figure 13. Zoom in : ‘Interactive map’ keeping the reality invisible https://www.btselem.org/map

Figure 14. Zoom in : ‘Interactive map’ keeping the reality invisible https://www.btselem.org/map

Figure 15. Zoom in: Battir in Google, May 2020.
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Figure 16. Battir in its reality through its survey, @Illustrator file abstract, JdS 2014. (BLE, 2003/2007-2011, Paris 2012-2020)

Misperception, misinformation, misunderstanding: everywhere citizens are living inside the void, invisible, at the
risk of their life. Measures must be taken to fight the disinformation that erases the reality that maps are
supposed to render.
A map is a mathematic system combining collected data reinterpreted through graphic semiology. Mapping at smallscales demands a range of specific skills. At first, each data must be geometrically corrected — ‘ortho-rectified’—,
planimetric rectifications have to be applied to remove lens distortions and optics, camera angle, differences in
elevation of the topographic relief through a rigorous process. Each data must be characterized, analyzed, prioritized in
order to be mapped. A survey is necessary to collect series of data needed then to represent the territory through its
thematic realities, to offer the best accurate visual tools citizens may wait for. These huge collective works are usually
managed by governmental institutions and implemented through national and international conventions, through
amounts of rational investments to give to each citizen of a Nation the quality of information he deserves. One also
forgets too often that GIS are not topographic tools nor tools made to produce maps, but are just tools we need to
combine output data. Then, if a data is correctly characterized and geolocated, it can be register in any cartographic
system.
The Topography of the territory, object of the institutional mapping, falls within the military domain almost
everywhere and remains, by principle, the state’s business.
In France, it is a civil matter, thanks to the will of the National Council of the Resistance which created in 1945, the
National Geographic Institute and its school, the National School of Geographic Sciences. De facto, Battir offers the
only spatial topographical data available through a civic cartographic act with objectives of education in the culture of
peace. We transmit this topographical adventure as it was conceived by the Palestinian scientific team that designed it.
We explain it as it was entrusted to us 8 years ago to be developed and shared in these terms

TO MEASURE AND REPORT IN ORDER TO BUILD THE MAP IN ITS TRUEST SENSE. THE
AWARNESS OF THE PLACE WE ‘LIVE IN ‘
Battir is an invitation to envision how our skills can allow us to think about the space to create its various modes
of representation, together.
Battir's children ask lots of questions about their topographic maps. Among all the questions, this one often comes up:
« —I recognize my village very well. Every time I look at these maps, I know it's Battir. I recognize the place. But the
map is never the same. There are so many... How that is possible? » (fig. 17).
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Figure 17. Mapping-Workshops remain open to everyone,everywhere, especially in Battir (Battir Public Library)

CONCLUSION
In complete respect of its intellectual property, in order to give account of its multifaceted scientific and human
dimensions, this experiment remains a continuous peaceful call to understand our living environmement, the structure
of our society from past to future, and to travel inside data, inside the map which outlines its challenges. We face an
unusual travel that must remains accessible to everyone, widely, to protect everyone from misinformation.
Since 2016, to protect the intellectual property of the initial authors, to protect the collective property of the community
of Battir on its copyrights ; to make known throughout the world the value of these collective cartographics works, we
are submitting to the vote of the Norwegian Nobel Committee their collective nomination to the Nobel Peace Prize.
This is an ongoing process shared to sustain their practices and their impact in the longer run, as to preserve their
memory.
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